
The Spiritual Big Picture
I want to share with you in this document the various levels that are involved in our spiritual life. That will
enable us to see the bigger pictures that require our understanding and involvement as sons. When I say
levels,  I  don’t  mean an increasing degree of  importance or involvement,  and,  I  don’t  mean stages  or a
sequence. By “level” I mean the ‘picture’ of what Father has planned to do, and is doing, gets bigger and
bigger once he opens our understanding. 

This bigger picture demands our attention and alignment with him so he can teach us, train us and prepare us
for our participation. He’s chosen to work through his sons1 to accomplish what he wants to accomplish in
the natural realm, so understand what he’s doing and plans to do is essential for us to be able to effectively
partner with him.

We have the propensity to constantly focus on the details, rather than the big picture. The motivation for that
is  our  need  to  control  our  situations  and  circumstances  so  that  life  is  easier  and  more  comfortable.
Unfortunately, that tendency means we often miss what’s really going on because tunnel vision keeps us from
seeing it. Father is aware of our disposition in this matter, especially in relation to the circumstances in our
life:

“I want you to step back and take a look at the bigger picture. While looking at details is admirable, you can miss a
greater understanding that  is  necessary in accurately evaluating a particular situation.  Take the time to make
adjustments in the way you see things so that you have greater clarity of intent and purpose.” 2 

It’s this same myopia that keeps Father’s big plan hidden from our spiritual eyes. We focus on the little
things, thinking they’re the big thing, when they are either irrelevant or only a component of what he wants
us to focus on.

Having received that as a revelation, I also decided to put this material together so we can see where our
priorities are. The reason being that some have said that knowing more than the essentials is a distraction. Of
course, Father did warn us about distractions, even as far back as the 1980s. However, we can’t stay stuck in
the same paradigm, even if it’s an essential one. The plans of Father are progressing towards his end goal and
are intricately involved in the processes to get there.

The early believers were schooled to move past foundational matters and move on the 'meatier' matters. The
same goes  for  us  today.  We are  not  to  remain  stuck  in  the  current  or  even  past  paradigms.  We must
incorporate what’s essential with what’s new. 

For example: We can’t operate out of the paradigm that everything we need to know is in the Bible. We can’t
keep being taught the same thing over and over again from the pulpit and in conferences. The blood covenant
teaching, for instance, is essential to our knowledge, but we don’t need to keep revisiting it. 

The worst paradigm to stick to is the erroneous one based on scripture which states that God never changes.
He  doesn’t,  but  he’s  always  doing  new  things  because  he  has  an  objective  to  realise,  a  plan  to  see
accomplished.  That’s  why  we  need  to  hear  personally  from him  and  partner  with  him  on  our  role  in
everything that’s new.

This article is based on my spiritual journey to get to see Father’s big picture

~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~

NOTE: Useful resources for this article are in the section at the end.i

1 – ‘Sons’ is a relational word, not a gender-specific term. It includes all humanity, both men and women (males and females). The term relates to 
the type of relationship a Father has with his son, especially one where the son is being prepared to take over the business or the farm. It is not the 
same as a father’s relationship with his daughter, or the relationship between a mother and her children. This sonship of ours is based on our 
creation as planet managers who are to rule and govern Earth. We are heirs, made in the image of Father, so we have his status which is greater 
than any other created being, other that the Trinity themselves. It’s this purposeful creation of us as rulers of Heaven on Earth, as we do so with 
him, that is the reason for this BIG picture that we have to come to grips with.
2 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (Sept 23, 2022)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    [ARCHIVE: www.ft111.com/straws2022.htm]
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Church & Religious Activity
I was born into a Methodist home where life revolved around going to church and Sunday school because my
father was a local preacher. There was no spirituality then, only duty to God.

This  is  the  bottom level  of  spirituality,  where  it’s  non-existent.  Religion  is  not  spirituality  –  it
actually takes the place of genuine spirituality that Father wants us to have as spiritual beings. There
was no ‘big picture’ here.

The Bible
Not long after making a commitment to follow Jesus (one that I felt was right to do, for some reason or other)
I came in contact with evangelical Christians. They taught me that to follow Jesus I needed to read the Bible
every day because it was “his word” to us. That included the concept of sola scriptura where everything we
needed to know is found in the Bible.

This development included prayer which was of a personal nature, not the totally boring thing the minister
did in a church service or rote from the prayer book. This brought me into a simple relationship with Father,
but I still saw him (like my own father) as very quick to get angry and then punish those who  sinned. That
personal relationship was propelled by the fear of “burning in Hell”, so it wasn’t one based on love, which
Father desires.

This level had a tiny bit of spirituality about it, but it was more about duty and making sure I didn’t
make ‘God’ angry with me. The minuteness of spirituality was because I had no understanding of
spirituality or that my spirit needed to be involved in my spiritual matters. The The ‘big picture’ here
is going to Heaven when we die.
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The Salvation of Humanity
Evangelicals taught me that I had to witness to those I came in contact with because they’d end up in torment
in Hell forever if I didn’t get them “saved”. This was a bigger picture that the previous level as it took focus
off myself and included others in my Christian life.

At this level I saw that the salvation of humanity (evangelicalism) as the big thing that Father wanted me to
do. This was his big plan and there was nothing bigger than that. There was no more that he wanted me to do,
other than pray, read my Bible and go to church.

Spirituality at this level was no greater than the previous one because I was focused on the religious
activity of “saving souls” which didn’t involve my spirit in any way. The ‘big picture’ here is going
to Heaven when we die, except it includes everyone who gets “saved”, not just me.

Living Spiritually
It 1982 I was baptised in the Holy Spirit. This is when spirituality became the focus and where, finally, my
spirit was the centre of my spirituality. This feature opened the door for me to operate in the Gifts of the
Spirit (Charismata) and eventually into my personal Ascension Gift. I learn to identify the gifts that I had
through  the  prompting  of  the  Spirit,  so  that  now I  prophesy,  teach  spirit-to-spirit,  and  operate  with  an
apostolic ‘mantle’.

This level opened up my connection with Heaven and led to an intimate relationship with each member of the
Trinity. Eventually this led to oneness and spirit-to-Spirit communication which I was actively involved in.
Tongues had a part in this as I would communicate that way when the Spirit prompted me and when I wanted
my spirit to communicate with Father outside of the influence of my mind and soul.

Also at this level I moved into creative worship so that I was able to sing, dance and demonstrate with flags
and ribbons worship with my whole being. This activity was conducted in the natural and the spiritual. In the
natural, I expressed my love and affection to Father and our King, expressing joy in the activities that I
engaged in. In the spiritual, I followed the lead of Holy Spirit and allowed my spirit to communicate with the
Trinity at the same time that my body and mind were operating.

Spirituality at this level was genuine, being of the type that Father meant us to have. At this point,
through the pulpit teaching I received, I thought that it  was the pinnacle of spirituality and that
combined with the previous level, it was the ‘big picture’ of what Father had planned for us.

The Kingdom on Earth
It was a huge wake-up call around 2010 when I listened to Myles Munroe’s teaching on the Kingdom. I’d
never heard teaching on this topic in my entire life, and it spoke to my spirit instantly that there was a bigger
picture that Father wanted me to know about.

This level expanded me to understand know that Jesus came to re-establish The Kingdom of Heaven on
Earth,  the one which had been lost in The Fall.  This Kingdom had  already been introduced – it  wasn’t
something in the future. Jesus was already King, but he wanted us to expand this Kingdom so that it filled the
whole Earth. 

Spiritual  understanding  increased  here  so  that  I  knew I  was  adopted  into  Father’s  family  when  I  was
spiritually reborn back when I was 16 y.o. That meant that I was a son and I was taught about sonship and the
need to mature into that role. That led to the understanding that our kingship and priesthood also required us
to be trained by Father so we could operate in it as he wanted us to.

The critical spiritual point here was that he wanted to use us to achieve his plans (Father’s plans) for the
Earth as we worked in partnership with him. He wasn’t going to do it himself because we were created to rule
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the Earth – it has always been our role and it hadn’t changed.

Understanding that I was a spiritual king with my own kingdom was also an important development at this
level. 

It was at this point that I was shown that I needed to be deprogrammed from the religion I had accrued and
reprogrammed by Father with what was spiritually real and what he wanted me to know.

Spirituality here was about living as a spiritual son, like Jesus did, in oneness with the Trinity. The
big picture here was that the Kingdom had arrived and that we were to align with our King so he
could achieve his plans by working through sons.

RESOURCESii

The New Era of the Kingdom
My understanding of what Father was planning expanded even further when he told me3 in 2018 that we
were in a new era of the Kingdom. This meant that his plans that I had in my mind were more dynamic than I
thought. He had a bigger picture of doing new things which he would forewarn us about so we were ready for
it.

Spirituality became more active (dynamic) here as I needed to adapt to whatever Father was doing, instead of
being complacent in operating where I was comfortable. His big picture was one of change within change,
one that couldn’t be guessed or predicted, without him telling his sons.

The new era brought  new understandings  of our involvement  in  the spirit  realm and our  importance in
governing the natural realm. 

Here I learnt that Father’s forerunners and his remnant were being trained, while hidden from view, so they
could be released at the right time to implement Father’s plans for them. Also firmed here was Father’s
intention to use his Josephs to steward large sums of money for Kingdom purposes.

One of the important spiritual enlightenments here was the reality of inhabiting Heaven and living out of
Heaven. These are privileges (rights) of sons which we have been denied for millennia.

Spirituality here was about living as a spiritual son, and being about Father’s business while aligned
with him so our partnership is dynamic and effective. The big picture here was that the Kingdom was
releasing sons to do, receive & achieve things that biblical and pulpit teaching belittled or denied.

RESOURCESiii

The Restoration of All Things
The big picture of reversing The Fall then came to us from Father’s revelations. This one is huge. It involves
sons working with Father to see what had been lost in The Fall, restored back to where it was at Creation.
This was a bigger picture than we ever dared to imaging. It includes the restoration of the whole natural
realm (i.e. the universe) as well as the elimination of the chaos and damage produced by the enemy.

Father gave me a number of prophetic messages to confirm that this is in deed his plan, not a figment of my
imagination. Here’s a couple:

“Thank you for aligning with us and complying, as often as you do. We are doing more with you and through
you now than we have been able to do before.  That’s even though you can’t see it.  Don’t falter.  Keep in
alignment, in partnership with us, so more can be achieved. Keep teaching others about alignment [with us] in
all areas, because we still have a great deal to do with humanity’s assistance, before restoration is complete.

3 – As well as others around the world
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Then, we can return to the original purpose that we created you all for.” 4

“You see,  the  end-time  Bride  has  to  regain  everything  that  was  lost  –  my  radiant  glory,  my power  and
authority,  my dominion and the fullness of  life  that  I  endowed them with.  Now is the time for this  to  be
manifest. Yes, the manifestation of the Sons of God is far more elaborate and dynamic than has entered the
minds of men in the past. When Jesus was here on Earth, it was not the proper time for this restoration to
occur. If it did, my children would be seen as gods and worshipped as my Son was. This would have been
catastrophic for the establishment of my family here on Earth. But, today the scene is ripe for the manifestation
of my Sons – their restoration to their original greatness. This is essential to counteract the rise of evil that the
enemy will bring on the Earth before the End. This is my idea (thoughts) behind the rise of the victorious and
glorious Bride in these last days. It’s not just a spiritual bride – although this is essential to be one with me
and my Son.” 5

This time will also see the manifestation of the sons of God who will display the glory they have as sons.
They will also display the glory of the King who lives inside them by his Spirit. The impact of this glory will
be the exposing of everything that is not of the Kingdom and the juxtaposition of the Kingdom of Light with
the Kingdom of Darkness. No one will have any doubt about what is righteous and what is not. This will see
the drawing in (‘The Harvest’) of those who have not entered the Kingdom because of their aversion to
religion and any other reason.

Glorious sons will do great exploits and drive back the enemy and his kingdom until… (we haven’t been
shown exactly what happens next, so I can’t tell you.)

Spirituality here was about spiritual son being glorified and empowered to do great  exploits  on
Father’s behalf. The big picture is that the Kingdom will fill the whole Earth & the entire natural
realm will be restored to its former pristine condition as a result of the work done through sons.

RESOURCESiv

Unification
Just when I thought I had a complete understanding of Father’s plans, I was ‘hit’ with this one. This is very
new (as of October 2022), so some explanation is required.

At the end of the work our King does with us to complete all of Father’s plans, he will hand the rulership of
all things back to Father. Somewhere in the final process of finalizing Father’s plans, the beings of spirit
realm and human beings will be reconciled so that they work together as it was originally intended. That will
see the King dealing (somehow or other) with Satan, demons, Nephilim, Fallen ones, as well as any other
spirit being out of alignment with him.

Spirituality here will be our King working somehow with or without us to accomplish the unification
of all beings under Father’s headship. The big picture is that of everything coming back into order.

RESOURCESv

Laurence
6-9-2022
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4 – PROPHETIC JOURNAL: “57-Rolling Back the Effects of The Fall” (2-6-2022)
      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/57-Rolling-Back-the-Effects-of-The-Fall.pdf 
5 – PROPHETIC JOURNAL: “12b-“Time for the Manifestation of the Sons of God” (6-8-2013)
      canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/12b-Time-for-the-Manifestation-of-the-Sons-of-God.pdf 
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i SOME USEFUL RESOURCESi

ii – The Kingdom on Earth

* Myles Munroe (2011) “Rediscovering the Kingdom” (updated version)
   www.amazon.com.au/Rediscovering-Kingdom-Expanded-Myles-Munroe-ebook/dp/
B0085TJTB4 

* Myles Munroe (2007) “Applying the Kingdom”
   www.amazon.com.au/Applying-Kingdom-Rediscovering-Priority-Mankind-ebook/dp/
B0051GN802 

* Myles Munroe (2015) “The Myles Munroe's Kingdom Series” (4 books)
   www.amazon.com.au/Myles-Munroes-Kingdom-Munroe-ebook/dp/B01A4XTPQW 

* Mike Parsons (4-9-2022) “Lost Identity”    youtu.be/rdZdbUAPz9k   [5:23]

* Mike Parsons (6-9-2022) “Sin Mindset”     youtu.be/bu2o5itmoew    [4:53]

* Mike Parsons (7-9-2022) “Process of Change”     youtu.be/lRDdwDuJzvA   [2:16]

* Mike Parsons (8-9-2022) “Tribalism”    youtu.be/R3CZZIsVLpA   [5:19]

* Mike Parsons (12-9-2022) “It’s Different in the New Covenant”   youtu.be/onI46CLHOeY    [6:06]

* Mike Parsons (22-3-2022) “What God said about the Mind” www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bOhCmS-oJ8 [5:37]

iii – The New Era of the Kingdom

* Justin Abraham (2016) “Beyond Human: Fully Identified in the New Creation”
   www.amazon.com.au/Beyond-Human-Fully-Identified-Creation-ebook/dp/B01K4R6FES 

* Ian Clayton (2014) “Realms of the Kingdom: Volume 1”
   www.amazon.com.au/Realms-Kingdom-1-Ian-Clayton-ebook/dp/B00PAYYX3G 

* Ian Clayton (2016) “Realms of the Kingdom: Volume 2 – Trading in the Heavens”
   www.amazon.com.au/Realms-Kingdom-Trading-Ian-Clayton-ebook/dp/B01KKIU4HK 

* Ian Clayton (2014) “The Order of Melchizedek”
   www.amazon.com.au/Order-Melchizedek-Ian-Clayton-ebook/dp/B0721VR12B 

* Robert Henderson (2017) “Accessing the Courts of Heaven”
   www.amazon.com.au/Accessing-Courts-Heaven-Positioning-Breakthrough-ebook/dp/B06X3TRGP5

* Robert Henderson (2016) “Unlocking Destinies From The Courts Of Heaven”
   www.amazon.com.au/Unlocking-Destinies-Courts-Heaven-Dissolving-ebook/dp/B01HYO75D4 

* Shawn Bolz (2015) “Keys to Heaven's Economy – An Angelic Visitation from the Minister of Finance” 
   www.amazon.com.au/Keys-Heavens-Economy-Visitation-Minister-ebook/dp/B017RXODU0 

* Mike Parsons (2-9-2022) “Earth Shield”    www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1jt43Ss7UM   [5:39]

* Justin Paul Abraham (10-8-2022) “The Celestial Conflict” 
   www.podomatic.com/podcasts/companyofburninghearts/episodes/2022-08-10T04_54_33-07_00  [1:05:22]

* Mike Parsons (2022) “The Eschatology of the Restoration of All Things: The dawning of the age of enlightenment”  
   www.amazon.com.au/Eschatology-Restoration-All-Things-enlightenment/dp/1789633354 

iv – The Restoration of All Things

* Laurence Smart (28-7-2022)“What Father Has Taught Me About The Restoration of All Things” 
   canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/What-Father-Has-Taught-Me-About-The-Restoration-Of-All-Things.pdf   
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* Mike Parsons (2021) “The Restoration of all Things: My continuing journey beyond beyond”
   www.amazon.com.au/Restoration-all-Things-continuing-journey-ebook/dp/B091HX5HNW 

* Mike Parsons (2022) “The Eschatology of the Restoration of All Things: The dawning of the age of enlightenment”  
   www.amazon.com.au/Eschatology-Restoration-All-Things-enlightenment/dp/1789633354  

* Slayder Betts (12-8-2022) “What it takes to be a true son of God” (Saturday)
  rumble.com/v1fsq4n-saturday-evening-service-slayder-betts.html   [0:40:30-2:21:25]

* Slayder Betts (13-8-2022) “Mature Sons are Required to Partner with Father's Plans” (Sunday)
   rumble.com/v1fxel3-sunday-service-slayder-betts.html    [0:34:40-2:19:20]

* Ron Jones (2018) “The Merger: Two Adams - One Destiny”
   www.amazon.com.au/Merger-Two-Adams-One-Destiny-ebook/dp/B07JNX25S3 

v – Unification

* Timothy Alberino (2020) “Birthright: The Coming Posthuman Apocalypse and the Usurpation
    of Adam's Dominion on Planet Earth”
    www.amazon.com.au/Birthright-Posthuman-Apocalypse-Usurpation-Dominion/dp/B08M83XF8W  

* Justin Paul Abraham (10-8-2022) “The Celestial Conflict” 
   www.podomatic.com/podcasts/companyofburninghearts/episodes/2022-08-10T04_54_33-07_00  [1:05:22]

* Mike Parsons (19-5-2022) “Dimensional Beings”  youtu.be/DNEC-Jxbxp4   [6:03]

* Mike Parsons (9-6-2022) “Dimensional Restoration”  youtu.be/PeoTB-y0aP8   [10:17]
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